Linkage-dependent contribution of repeat peptides to self-aggregation of three- or four-repeat microtubule-binding domains in tau protein.
Although one of the priorities in Alzheimer's research is to clarify the filament formation mechanism for the tau protein, it is still unclear how it is transformed from a normal structure in a neuron. To examine the linkage-dependent contribution of each repeat peptide (R1-R4) to filament formation of the three- or four-repeat microtubule-binding domain (MBD) in the tau protein, four two-repeat peptides (R12, R13, R23 and R34) and two three-repeat peptides (R123 and R234) were prepared, and their in vitro self-aggregation was investigated by thioflavin S fluorescence and circular dichroism measurements, and by electron microscopy in neutral buffer (pH 7.6). Comparison of these aggregation behaviors with previous results for single-repeat peptides and wild-type 3RMBD (R134) and 4RMBD (R1234) indicated that (a) the two-repeat R23, not the R2 or R3 single repeat, forms the core structure in self-aggregation of 4RMBD, whereas that of 3RMBD comprises the R3 single repeat, (b) co-existence of R1 and R4 repeats is necessary for the aggregation behavior inherent in 3RMBD and 4RMBD, whereas the R1 or R4 repeat alone functions as a repressor or modifier of the filament formation, (c) 4RMBD aggregation is accompanied by R1-driven transition from random and alpha-helix structures to a beta-sheet structure, whereas 3RMBD aggregation involves three-repeat R134-specific transition from a random structure to an alpha-helix structure without the participation of a beta-sheet structure, and (d) the peptides that include the R1 repeat form a long filament irrespective of the absence or presence of the R4 repeat, whereas those that include the R4 repeat, but not the R1 repeat, form a relatively short filament. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic study of the linkage-dependent contribution of each repeat peptide to the paired helical filament formation of tau MBD has not been carried out previously, and thus the present information is useful for understanding the essence of the filament formation of tau MBD.